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This study focuses on the understanding of the thermal and structural behavior of an

innovative Type IV multi-spherical composite-overwrapped pressure vessel through an

experimental assessment that consists of hydrostatic testing at ambient conditions and

pressure cycling with a cryogenic medium (LN2). During hydro-burst testing at a high

displacement rate, the strain and damage progression is monitored with Digital-Image-

Correlation (DIC) and Acoustic Emission (AE) techniques respectively. The effect of filling

with LN2, pressure cycling and draining on the composite overwrap temperature gradient

and strain evolution is additionally obtained with Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) and ther-

mocouples. Utilization of AE helped to reveal the different damage mechanisms occurring

and enabled the evaluation of the pressure window of the multi-sphere. The experimental

measurements in the cryogenic regime verified the suitability of the involved stiffness and

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) fitting functions developed in [32] that enable to

establish of a relationship between strain and temperature during cryogenic chill-down

and pressure cycling. This study provides a framework about the suitability of conformal

Type IV multi-spherical COPVs for cryogenic storage.

© 2018 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Hydrogen (H2) is considered as an environmentally friendly

solution compared to the conventional hydrocarbon fuels

used in today's aircraft engines as well as a strong candidate

for future aviation fuel, associated to is high gravimetric en-

ergy density [1,2]. However, the volumetric energy density of
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H2 is only a quarter of the corresponding value of kerosene at

ambient conditions and can only be increased by compression

or liquefaction. Liquid hydrogen (LH2) has a volumetric energy

density that is twice as high as the gaseous hydrogen (GH2)

pressurized at 700 [bar] [3]. Therefore, LH2 tanks are expected

to have high volumetric efficiency within a pre-defined

allowable mounting space in the aircraft.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

AE Acoustic Emission

AIAA American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics

ANSI American National Standards Institute

CFRP Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer

CLT Classical Lamination Theory

COPV Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessel

CTE Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

DIC Digital Image Correlation

DTG Draw Tower Grating

FBGs Fiber Bragg Gratings

FPF First Ply Failure

FE Finite Element

GH2 Gaseous Hydrogen

GN2 Gaseous Nitrogen

IPC Industrial Personal Computer

LH2 Liquid Hydrogen

LN2 Liquid Nitrogen

LPF Last Ply Failure

MECO Main Engine Cut-off

MEOP Maximum Expected Operating Pressure

PA Polyamide

PFA Progressive Failure Analysis

QI Quasi-Isotropic

RLV Re-usable Lightweight Vehicle

UD Uni-directional

Symbols

a, b, c, ao Coefficients of the least-squares approximation,

[-]

a[0�] Number of UD straps at [0�] orientation, [-]
a[±45�] Number of UD straps at [±45] orientation, [-]
Asphere sphereExtensional matrix of the laminate at the

sphere, [N/mm]

AsphereðTÞ Extensional matrix of the laminate at the sphere

as a function of temperature,[N/mm]

Atorus Extensional matrix of the laminate at the

intersection, [N/mm]

AtorusðTÞ Extensional matrix of the laminate at the

intersection as a function of temperature, [N/mm]

C½4�k ðTÞ Reduced stiffness ply matrix of k layer as a

function of temperature, [MPa]

d Sphere centroids distance, [mm]

dP Pressure difference between PFPF and PLPF of the

multi-sphere, [bar]

dP_fast_FE Pressure difference between PFPF and PLPF of the

multi-sphere when loaded at a high pressure

rise rate (from FE analysis), [bar]

dP_fast_exp Pressure difference between PFPF and PLPF of

the multi-sphere when loaded at a high

pressure rise rate (from experiment), [bar]

dP_slow_FE Pressure difference between PFPF and PLPF of

the multi-sphere when loaded at a low

pressure rise rate (from FE analysis), [bar]

dP/dt Pressure rise rate, [bar]

Dsphere sphereBending stiffness matrix of the laminate at

the sphere, [Nmm]

Dtorus torusBending stiffnessmatrix of the laminate at the

intersection, [Nmm]

DtorusðTÞ Bending stiffness matrix of the laminate at the

intersection, as a function of temperature,[Nmm]

e½0
o �

free;e
½90o �
free Free expansion strain vector for [0�] and [90�] ply,

[-]

ET
11;E

T
22;G

T
12 Ply engineering properties as a function of

temperature, [MPa]

MM
junction Mechanical moment vector at the intersection,

[Nmm/mm]

MT
junction Thermal moment vector at the intersection,

[Nmm/mm]

N Total number of plies at the intersection, [-]

NM
junction Mechanical forces vector at the intersection, [N/

mm]

NT
junction Thermal forces vector at the intersection, [N/mm]

NM
sphere Mechanical forces vector at the sphere, [N/mm]

NT
sphere Thermal forces vector at the sphere, [N/mm]

P Internal pressure, [bar]

PFPF Internal pressure at which first ply failure occurs,

[bar]

PLPF Internal pressure at which last ply failure occurs,

[bar]

PMEOP Maximum expected operating pressure, [bar]

R Shell radius, [mm]

Rfillet Intersection fillet radius, [mm]

t Spherical shell thickness, [mm] Time, [s]

T Temperature, [oC]

To Initial temperature, [oC]

T½4�k Transformation matrix of k ply, [-]

tjunction Junction thickness, [mm]

tliner Liner thickness, [mm]

tply Cured ply thickness, [mm]

V Internal Volume, [l]

z Laminate thickness coordinate, [mm]

zk Distance of a ply from the laminate mid-plane,

[mm]

aT
11;a

T
22 Ply coefficient of thermal expansion in the

direction parallel and transverse to the fibers, 10�6

[mm/mm oC]

ε4, εq, g4q Strain in meridional (4), hoop (q) and in-plane

shear (4q) directions, [-]

ε
½k�
4;q_junctionðT;PÞ Strain vector at the intersection of ply k in

the laminate coordinate system (4,q,4q)

due to P and DΤ, [-]

ε
½k�
1;2 junction ðT;PÞ Strain vector at the intersection of ply k in

the material axis system due to P and DΤ,

[-]

ε
½k�
4;q_sphereðT;PÞ Strain vector at the sphere of ply k in the

laminate coordinate system (4,q,4q) due to P

and DΤ, [-]
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ε
½k�
1;2 sphere ðT;PÞ Strain vector at the sphere of ply k in the

material axis system due to P and DΤ, [-]

ε
ο
sphere Mid-surface strains vector, [-]

kοsphere Mid-surface curvatures vector, [-]

s
½k�
1;2 junction ðT; PÞ Stress vector at the intersection of ply k in

the material axis system due to P and DΤ,

[MPa]

s
½k�
1;2 sphere ðT; PÞ Stress vector at the sphere of ply k in the

material axis system due to P and DΤ, [MPa]
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LH2 tanks are expected to: i) store hydrogen in large

quantities, ii) conform efficiently to a given space within the

aircraft, iii) operate at cryogenic conditions and to iv) mini-

mize LH2 boil-off due to reduced surface area. Cylindrical

pressure vessels have been utilized as LH2 fuel tanks in several

published works [4e6]. However it was shown in the Cryo-

plane Project [7] that cylindrical pressure vessels are not al-

ways suitable configurations for fuel containment within an

aircraft as they lead to a lot of unused volume. The multi-cell

concept has proved to be volumetrically more efficient than

packed cylinders when fitted in a prescribed rectangular en-

velope [8]. It was shown within the same work, that the

volumetric efficiency of a multi-cell consisting of intersecting

cylinders has an asymptotically increasing trend with an

increasing envelope aspect ratio (length/width). A slightly

improved configuration can be found in the multi-lobe ge-

ometry with intersecting conical cells utilized in the LH2 tank

of X33 vehicle [9]. However in places where the aspect ratio of

the enclosing box is closer to 1, the most volumetrically effi-

cient solution is the multi-sphere. A multi-spherical configu-

ration leads to weight savings associated with the more

homogeneous shell stresses. Additionally, spheres consist of

the minimum surface area for a given volume, and thus

minimize heat loss and, consequently, fuel boil-off.

Composite materials have shown excellent potential for

lightweight pressure vessel design, because of their tailor-

ability, high strength and high stiffness-to-weight ratios

[10,11]. The conceptual use of a composite overwrap at inter-

secting spheres was presented by Elliot et al. [12], but the

manufacturability of such a configuration has always been an

issue.

Tapeinos et al. [13] developed a novel composite over-

wrapped multi-spherical tank configuration with a polymeric

liner. The tank consisted of four partially merged spheres,

with uni-directional (UD) carbon fiber straps placed at the

merging points to introduce strain compatibility between the

spheres and intersections. A thorough understanding of the

tank behavior under hydrostatic pressure testing and evalu-

ation of the pressure window would be considered beneficial.

Additionally, an experimental assessment of the thermal and

structural response of the multi-sphere when subjected to

nominal cryogenic operation would be a valuable asset.

Hydrostatic pressure testing of composite overwrapped

pressure vessels (COPVs) at ambient conditions has been re-

ported in several studies [14e16]. Revilock et al. [17] conducted

a hydrostatic burst at a spherical COPV used in Space Shuttle

Orbiter to describe its complex mechanical response and

establish its pressure allowable. Three dimensional (3D)

Digital-Image-Correlation (DIC) was incorporated to evaluate

the in-plane full principal strain field over the tank contour

that showed that the ultimate structural failure was initiated
from liner fracture at thewelding line. Acoustic emissions (AE)

have been used to assess damage onset and progression as

well as classification of damage mechanisms throughout

loading of a COPV [18e20]. Choul et al. [21] analyzed the

initiation and accumulation of damage events by monitoring

the accumulated damage hits at the COPV with increasing

pressure values. Blassiau et al. [22] showed that progressive

failure of COPVs is controlled by matrix relaxation during

pressure increase that leads to an overload of the intact fibers

and fiber break clustering.

For the case of cryogenic tanks, there have been several

published works on the topic of filling and pressure cycling of

COPVs to demonstrate safe operation [23e25]. Kang et al. [26]

performed an experimental study that revealed a correlation

between the temperature gradient and the cool down pattern

for different locations at the tank. Lei et al. [27] analyzed the

effect of active pressurization at the tank thermal response.

Evaluation of the tank structural behaviour when exposed to

this environment is of significant importance. Strain moni-

toring through the use of Fiber bragg Gratings (FBGs) has been

employed in several published works [28e30]. Mizutani et al.

[31] performed a real-time strainmeasurement of a composite

LH2 tank with FBGs (Ormocer coated FBG) sensors during

rocket operations. However the establishment of a relation-

ship between strain and temperature at the composite over-

wrap based on obtained experimental results has been

ignored.

Despite the fact that many efforts have focused on the

study of progressive failure of composite overwrapped pres-

sure vessels, the evaluation of strain evolutionwith increasing

pressure values as well as the pressure window of composite

overwrapped multi-spheres has not addressed yet. Addition-

ally, the effect of cryogenic chill-down and pressure cycling at

the thermal and structural response of the multi-sphere has

not been assessed experimentally yet.

In this work, the experimental verification of the pre-

dictions in [32] is performed. More specifically, the thermo-

mechanical performance of the innovative type IV multi-

spherical tank of [13] is extensively assessed through hydro-

static burst testing at ambient conditions and pressure cycling

at cryogenic conditions. Strainmeasurements are obtained by

DIC and FBGs at room and cryogenic conditions respectively.

Additionally, the AE technique is hereby utilized for damage

monitoring during pressurization. It is shown throughout the

hydrostatic pressure test that damage is avoided at the sphere

connecting areas (junctions) by introducing a minimum

required number of hoop rings (as derived in [32]). By utilizing

the AE technique it is shown that first damage onset and

global failure occurs close to the hollow center tube at the

composite overwrap in a leak-before-burst sequence (which

verifies the FE findings of [32]). Additionally, the temperature

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2018.12.063
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profile and corresponding heat transfer mechanisms over the

multi-bubble tank contour due cryogenic chill-down and

pressure cycling are evaluated using thermocouples.

Furthermore, a relationship between strain and temperature

is established. The findings verified the results of the FE re-

sults and the approximation functions for coefficient of ther-

mal expansion (CTE) and engineering properties of the

composite overwrap derived in [32].
Tank specifications

The geometrical specifications of the sub-scale multi-sphere

tank are outlined in Table 1. Four intersecting spheres were

employed with a sphere radius R¼ 145 [mm]. Asmentioned in

[32], Carbon Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) patches were

draped onto the roto-moulded PA12 liner. The minimum

required number of UD straps at [0�] and [±45�] orientations at
the intersections was evaluated by using the method pre-

sented in [32], on the basis of having a slightly higher stiffness

at the intersection inmeridional and hoop directions. Thiswill

lead the damage onset and ultimate failure at the spheres

when loaded under internal pressure or thermo-mechanical

loading.

The focus of this study is to perform an experimental

assessment of this sub-scale configuration to understand its

performance throughout operational loads and compare the

experimental results with the findings of the FE analysis in

[32]. The various steps followed throughout tank testing and

corresponding tank testing guidelines are presented in the

next section.
Tank testing

Hydrostatic burst at room temperature

Test description
The test campaign of the sub-scale multi-sphere (presented

in Section Tank Specifications) was conducted according to

the proof testing requirements of the ANSI/AIAA S-081

standard [33] for composite overwrapped vessels used in

reusable launch vehicles (RLVs) and in accordance to the load

regime of the LH2 tank of the SpaceLiner RLV [34]. It is stated

in the standard that no burst should occur for internal

pressure less than 1.5 times the MEOP, which for the case of

the SpaceLiner is 3.8 [bar], resulting in a proof pressure value

of 5.7 [bar]. The hydrostatic burst test is used to analyse the

tank behaviour when pressurized at a high displacement

rate, locate the damage mechanisms and evaluate the pres-

sure allowables. This will give insight on how the tank will

behave during a sudden pressure increase in operation e.g.
Table 1 e Specifications of the sub-scale multi-sphere tank.

Liner material Sphere
radius (R)

Intersection
fillet radius (Rfillet)

Centroid
distance (d)

PA12 145 [mm] 29 [mm] 200 [mm]
from excessive fuel boil-off, or even from a pressure relieve

device malfunction.

Instrumentation
Data acquisition systems that assist in the evaluation of the

tank performance during the hydrostatic pressure test and

isolation of the locations and load values of damage onset (as

well the global structural failure patterns) were used.

Three-dimensional (3D) DIC was employed to record the

full in-plane strain field at one side of the tank (Fig. 1b). The

DIC system utilized Vic3D software fromCorrelated Solutions.

Spraying high contrast dot patterns (speckles) on the tank

surface was required in order to signify all the different strain

measurement points. Vic3D tracks the displacement at each

dot at each successive pair of images. To calibrate for this

volume, the camera resolution was set to 2048 x 2048 [pixels].

Strain measurements at the composite overwrap over time

were monitored to quantify the pressure values at which

contact would be achieved between the polymeric liner and

composite overwrap at different locations (since there was a

gap formed between these two bodies throughout the curing

stage).

The AE techniquewas utilized to reveal damage onset and

progression as well as its relative corresponding location and

thus help to evaluate the multi-spherical COPV pressure

allowable. Based on this technique, the tank pressure win-

dow -the pressure difference from the very first damage

event (PFPF) to final failure (PLPF) - can be evaluated. The AE

parameter that was recorded throughout the experiments

was the cumulative absolute acoustic energy measure of all

the AE hits. Any abnormal change at the acoustic energy

response indicates the presence of new damage within the

structure. Acoustic energy is evaluated as a function of in-

ternal pressure (P).

All the different locations where AE sensors were moun-

ted on the tank surface are shown in Fig. 1a. Sensors #1 and

#5 were placed at the bottom spheres and close the central

hollow tube. On the other hand, sensors #3 and #4 at the

upper spheres were utilized to monitor any unwanted

damage onset or even unexpected water leak next to the

polar openings. Finally, sensor #2 was mounted next to the

horizontal intersection to capture any damage phenomena

occurring at the junction or adjacent spherical cells during

pressurization.

The complete experimental setup of the tank inside a

container where it is pressurized with water is depicted in

Fig. 1b. The DIC cameras were incorporated with an inclina-

tion angle of [15�] from the horizontal axis to have a focus at

the upper half of the multi-cell test specimen. A burst pres-

sure test bench (manufactured from SHINEEAST) with an IPC

control unit incorporating LabView Software was employed to

build up pressure within the tank.
Sphere
lay-up

Intersection
thickness

Liner
thickness (tliner)

Internal
Volume (V)

[0,45,-45,90]s 3.97 [mm] 6.5 [mm] 46.1 [l]

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2018.12.063
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Fig. 1 e a) Layout of the Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors at the tank contour and b) overview of the tank configuration before

hydro-burst testing.

Fig. 2 e Layout of the various FBGs at the tank contour.
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Experimental procedure
Water was added through hydraulic pressure hoses to in-

crease the pressure. Real time monitoring of pressure values

at a high-sampling speed was performed by using a digital

pressure gauge. The tank was pressurized at a dP/dt ¼ 1.35

[bar/s] approximately, which corresponds to a fast pressure

rise rate that a cryogenic tank is facing throughout cryogen

evaporation when lacking a thermal insulation layer [35].

Pressure cycling at cryogenic temperature

Test description
According to ANSI/AIAA S-081 standard [33] the cryogenic

tank needs to be subjected to a given number of pressurization

cycles at MEOP while storing a cryogenic liquid, where no

burst, nor pressure loss may occur throughout the entire

cycling procedure. Furthermore, repeated pressure cycling at

cryogenic temperatures as well as emptying of the tank rep-

resents the multiple filling/draining phases during the struc-

ture's lifetime. Throughout pressure cycling at cryogenic

temperatures, it is hereby considered critical to assess: i) the

temperature profile at the tank contour due to induced chill-

down, ii) the dominant heat transfer mechanisms at various

tank locations and iii) the effect of temperature on the strain

behaviour of the composite overwrap.

Instrumentation
FBGs with an Ormocer coating were applied at the overwrap

surface to evaluate strain at different locations throughout the

different testing stages (cryogenic chill-down, pressure

cycling, draining). The FBG sensors used in this study were

LBL-1550-125 draw tower grating (DTG) type sensors (FBGS

International NV). The length of the sensors was 8 [mm] with

nominal Bragg wavelengths distributed in the range of

1520e1570 [nm]. The PXIe-4844 optical sensor interrogator

(from National Instruments) was used to record the FBG out-

puts where both strain and pressure recording were con-

ducted at 10 [Hz]. Additionally, thermocouples (type K) were

glued adjacent to every FBG sensor, in order to obtain a

temperature-strain relationship.
The different points on the tank surface where FBGs and

thermocouples were mounted can be seen in Fig. 2. The FBGs

were divided into 4 groups based on the different regions of

interest: i) spherical cells, ii) top intersection and hollow tube,

iii) horizontal intersection and hollow tube and iv) polar

openings. The focus and local direction of strain measure-

ment of every fiber group is outlined in Table 2. Every FBG

group was assigned to assess the temperature and strain

gradient along a corresponding path at the tank. The gradient

can be either explained because of the location relative to the

liquid interface level or the liner and composite overwrap

being in contact (or not), which affects the mode of heat

transfer and thus the strain behaviour.

The tank surface-mounted FBGs and thermocouples can be

seen in Fig. 3a in accordance with the locations shown in

Fig. 2. Temperature recordings were performed in another 3

points (at three different heights along the tank lower sphere).

Furthermore, a pressure gauge was connected to the pipeline,

monitoring the pressure value. For tank pressurisation, an

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2018.12.063
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Table 2 e Outline of FBGs sensors.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Direction H H H M M M M M M M M M H H H H

Group Spheres Top Intersection & Center Horizontal Intersection &

Center

Openings & Sphere

Focus T, ε distribution from

sphere to the

intersection at liquid

interface level

T, ε distribution along the

intersection above and

below liquid interface

level

T, ε distribution along the

horizontal intersection and

the center

T, ε distribution next to

openings at vapour region

Fig. 3 e a) Overview of the experimental setup and sensors before testing and b) complete lay-out of all systems of the test

setup.
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inlet vent was used to insert gaseous nitrogen (GN2) while

another outlet vent was utilized to drain the system. The

complete lay-out of the test setup can be seen in Fig. 3b.

Experimental procedure
For this experiment, LN2 was used instead of LH2 for safety

reasons. The boiling point of LN2 is �196 [oC], which is slightly

higher than LH2 (�253 [oC]). All loading stages that the

SpaceLiner liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank was subjected to -dur-

ing operation-were taken into consideration [34]. These

include i) nominal cryogenic operation atMEOP (at 3.8 [bar]), ii)

nominal empty operation after main engine cut-off (MECO) at

MEOP (at 3 [bar]) and iii) off-nominal operation after early

MECO with remaining fuel (at 3.5 [bar]). The test procedure

consisted of the following steps:

1. Filling of the test tank with LN2 to a level of 75 [%] by vol-

ume (filling rate: 0.0055 [l/s]).

2. Stepwise active pressurization (with the use of GN2 at 20

[oC]) to 3 [bar], 3.5 [bar] and 3.8 [bar].

3. Unloading to atmospheric pressure.

4. Repetition of steps 2e3 by five times (simulation of filling/

draining).

5. Draining of the tank (low vacuum: 50 [mbar]).

Throughout the chill-down process ambient air was cooled

below its dew point through contact with the colder tank wall

surface. This led to water vapour condensation; since the
temperaturewas belowwater freezing point, frost was formed

all over the tank surface. Complete de-icing occurred only

after some time following the draining phase.
Results

Hydrostatic burst at room temperature

The internal pressure levels as a function of time can be seen

in Fig. 4. The following events occurring at different pressure

values are illustrated:

i) liner-to-overwrap gradual contact (3.7 [bar] � P � 8.4

[bar]),

ii) liner and overwrap damage onset and evolution (7.2

[bar] � P � 18.84 [bar]),

iii) burst at P ¼ 18.84 [bar].

The liner deformation could not be monitored throughout

the test, so the focuswas given on the composite overwrap.

It was shown in [32] that contact between the liner and

composite overwrap was progressively taking place with

increasing pressure, where the central tube was the first

contact region. This is verified in Fig. 5, where strain jumps at

the overwrap were triggered by liner-overwrap contact and

thus load transfer occurs from one layer to the other. The

meridional strain distribution from the sphere center to the
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Fig. 4 e Internal pressure vs time.
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intersection tip (half-way through the arc length of an inter-

section) is shown at various P values. Meridional direction can

be seen in Fig. 2. These values correspond to contact being

achieved at a) the bottom, b) top and c) middle sections of the

intersection/sphere boundary regions. The small multi-

sphere figures depict the corresponding locations at the

tank. Fig. 5d shows the strain distribution at all locations, right

before burst occurs.
Fig. 5 e Meridional strain distribution over the spherical shells

distinctive pressures values (P) with contact liner/overwrap.
Due to the fact that strain accumulated at a faster rate at

the sphere/intersection boundary (because of contact), first

damage onset and complete loss of load carrying capability

was expected to occur in those regions. Fig. 6a depicts the

cumulative acoustic energy combined for all sensors as a

function of internal pressure. As expected, a highly non-linear

behaviour was obtained, having a sudden increase at 7.2 [bar]

approximately (signifying damage initiation) while reaching a

peak value at 18.84 [bar] (attributed to global failure). This first

damage onset can be seen in Fig. 6b, where the acoustic en-

ergy in AE sensors #1,2,3,5 became larger than zero. The initial

low energy levels in AE sensor #4 can be associated to liner/

composite overwrap contact. It is evident that the largest ab-

solute energy levels were recorded in AE sensor #5 (Fig. 1) right

before failure, signifying excessive damage accumulation next

to the central tube leading to pressure loss at 18.84 [bar], as

expected in [32].

A comparison of the FE analysis and the hydrostatic burst

pressure test results on locations and global failure mecha-

nisms can be seen in Fig. 7a and b respectively. Loss of load

carrying capability occurred in both cases close to the central

hollow cylindrical tube and at the spherical cells, signifying

the same global failure location. Failure can be attributed to

through-the-thickness matrix cracking of the laminate trig-

gered by liner fracture. The burst pressure value was 23.35

[bar] in the FE analysis while in the experiment it was 18.84

[bar] (offset of 23 [%]). Furthermore, a water leak occurred at
and top, middle and bottom part of the junction for
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Fig. 6 e a) Cumulative absolute acoustic energy of all AE sensors combined and b) cumulative absolute acoustic energy per

AE sensor as a function of increasing internal pressure.

Fig. 7 e Ultimate structural failure pattern (pressure loss) for the tank (cracked liner & matrix cracks through-the-thickness)

a) at 23.35 [bar] from FE analysis [32] and b) at 18.84 [bar] from the burst test.

Fig. 8 e Tank pressure window based on experiment and

FE analysis.
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one metallic boss connection at the depicted polar opening of

Fig. 7b, at the time of overwrap failure next to the central

hollow tube. Despite a crack in the liner at the vicinity of the

boss, DICmeasurements and AE readings did not indicate any

damage at the corresponding region at the composite

overwrap.

A comparison between the FE [32] and AE results regarding

the damage evolution and pressure loss (cluster of matrix

cracks under tension) is shown in Fig. 8. The multi-spherical

COPV underwent first-ply failure (FPF) at 7.2 [bar] at the test

(SF ¼ 1.89 times the MEOP) as opposed to 9.2 [bar] for the FE

analysis (SF ¼ 2.42 times the MEOP); this leads to an offset of

16.3 [%] in the tank pressure window dP value (PLPF- PFPF) be-

tween the experiment and FE analysis.

Additionally, a comparison of the tank pressure window

when loaded at high (dP/dt¼ 1.35 [bar/s]) and low (dP/dt¼ 0.05

[bar/s]) pressure rise rate is depicted in Fig. 8, based on the FE

model findings of [32] and experimental results. The pressure

window for the low pressure rise rate case was

dP_slow_FE ¼ 42.6 [bar], while for the high pressure rise rate

case it was dP_fast_FE ¼ 14.1 [bar] for the FE analysis and

dP_fast_exp ¼ 11.8 [bar] for the experiment. The difference in

the pressure window between the two high and low pressure

rise cases lies on the fact that the liner elongates freely

without any damage onset when loaded at a low pressure rise

rate and the pressure load is transferred to the overwrap.
Subsequently, the strength of the fibers is fully utilized and

thus the global failure mechanism is fiber breakage whereas

for the high pressure rise rate liner fracture and matrix

cracking results in pressure loss.

It was shown, that by introducing a minimum required

number of UD straps (based on method provided in [32]),

damage is avoided at the intersections (being a region that is
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difficult to inspect). Finally, damage onset and evolution ob-

tained a very localized behavior (at the sphere and next to the

central tube) owing to faster strain accumulation linked to

liner/overwrap contact at that region. In the next section the

results of the cryogenic test are outlined.

Pressure cycling with LN2

Both the temperature at the upper sphere (FBG #16) and in-

ternal pressure as a function of time during the cryo test can

be seen in Fig. 9. The stages of the test were:

i) cryogenic chill-down due to filling of tank with LN2 (0

[s] � t � 6000 [s]),

ii) steady state condition (6000 [s] < t � 10000 [s]),

iii) pressure cycling (10000 [s] < t � 12000 [s]) and

iv) tank draining (12000 [s] < t � 14000 [s]).

The temperature on the entire tank wall was dictated by

any of the following four ways of heat transfer:

i) natural convection (at the vapour region),

ii) radial thermal conduction at the vessel walls,

iii) circumferential thermal conduction at the vessel walls,

iv) convection associated with LN2 boiling (at the liquid

interface level).

Throughout this test, the liner performance could not be

monitored so the focus was given on the composite overwrap.

According to FBG #16 (location can be seen in Fig. 2), the first

three heat transfer modes were the primary mechanisms of

wall cooling that took place until 5500 [s] approximately

(Fig. 9). From themoment that the LN2 level passed sensor #16

a very sudden temperature decrease was recorded from 5500

[s] to 6000 [s] due to liquid boiling. The composite overwrap in

this location did not reach LN2 saturation temperature (�196

[oC]) due to the air gap formed between itself and the liner. At

the end of the chill-down stage (t¼ 5500 [s]), cracking occurred

at the liner (central cylindrical tube) that led to continuous

infiltration of LN2 the composite overwrap. Addition of pres-

surant (GN2 at room temperature) led to rapid LN2 evapora-

tion, whichwas reflected by the temperature increase in Fig. 9.

Finally, sensor #16 indicated linearly increasing temperature
Fig. 9 e Temperature and internal pressure history at the

upper sphere (FBG #16) versus time.
over time at the draining stage. A comparison between the FE

analysis of [32] and the experiment revealed a close agree-

ment in the temperature evolution. A temperature offset (12

[oC] approximately) at the beginning of the pressure cycling

can be explained by the GN2 infiltration through the cracked

liner that led to a small temperature increase at the overwrap.

The temperature history for various locations at the com-

posite overwrap can be seen in Fig. 10. The results from FBGs

#2,3,4,8,11,13 (Fig. 2) are not plotted since they are symmetri-

cally placed to FBGs #1,5,10,14. It is evident that the higher the

prescribed sensor position, the more time it stays in the

vapour region where it is cooling down at a slower rate due to

natural convection and circumferential conduction being the

two main heat transfer mechanisms. With the liquid level

increasing, temperature values at all measurement points

were dropping while most of them obtained a temperature

plateau when the tank was filled up to 75 [%] of its volume.

A temperature plateau was reached after the chill-down

stage at the ullage region (FBGs #6,7,14) where the effect of

pressure cycling did not lead to temperature fluctuations. On

the other hand, the points that were close to the gas/liquid

interface level (FBGs #1,15) did not reach a temperature

plateau due to LN2 boil-off that led to small localised tem-

perature increase. A plateau was also obtained at the mid-

tank level (FBGs #5,9,10,12,16), but a large sudden tempera-

ture increase (50 [oC] approximately in a span of 1000 [s]) was

recorded due to the introduction of warmpressurant gas (GN2)

that resulted in LN2 vaporization. Lower temperatures were

recorded at the bottom spheres (FBGs # 17,18,19) that can be

linked to the fact that the tank was filled up to 75 [%] and the

thicker frost layer (due to more accumulated water vapour

condensation over time). The frost layer that was developed at

the outer surface of the overwrap behaved like a thermal

insulator that eliminated passive heat from the exterior.

For the tank deformation during cryo-cycling, the corre-

sponding strain values at the spheres and intersections are

depicted in Fig. 11a and b respectively. The sensor locations

can be seen in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the cryogenic envi-

ronment led to contraction of the tank wall and thus the trend

of compressive strain was directly influenced by the temper-

ature profile at every sensor (Fig. 10). Recorded strain values in

all intersection locations were lower in amplitude than the

strain measured at the undisturbed spherical areas (Fig. 11b).

This is attributed to the fact that the CTE of the laminate is

considerably lower in the intersections (because of all the

added [0�] plies) than at the spheres. Additionally, the effect of

pressure cycling stage was more evident in the intersections

at FBGs #8 and #9, because the overwrap was in contact with

the liner at those locations and load transfer occurred. The

recorded strain values were significantly lower than the strain

allowables of [32] and could not result in any damage onset in

the composite overwrap. Visual inspection of the composite

overwrap showed no signs of damage.

At this point, it is crucial to evaluate strain as a function of

temperature and pressure at the overwrap based on a basic

thermo-elastic load-deformation relationship (from Classical

Lamination Theory-CLT [36]) and compare this to the findings

to experimental recordings. The comparison will allow for

verification of the approximation functions derived in [32].

Strain as a function of temperature (T) and pressure (P) for any
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Fig. 10 e Temperature history over the a) spheres and b) intersections throughout i) LN2 filling, ii) steady-state, iii) pressure-

cycling and iv) draining stages.

Fig. 11 e Strain distribution over the a) spheres and b) intersections throughout i) LN2 filling, ii) steady-state, iii) pressure-

cycling and iv) draining stages.
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ply k of the quasi-isotropic laminate (QI) in the material axis

system is given by [36]:

ε
½k�
1;2 sphere ðT;PÞ ¼ T½4�k,ε

½k�
4;q_sphereðT;PÞ; (1)

where

ε
½k�
4;q_sphereðT; PÞ ¼ ε

ο
sphere þ zkο

sphere � e½4k �
free

¼ �
AsphereðTÞ

��1
$
h
NM

sphere þNT
sphere

i
� e½4k �

free; (2)

e½0o �
free ¼

2
4
aT
11DT

aT
22DT
0

3
5; e½±45o �

free

¼
2
4

aT
11cosð±45Þ2 þ aT

22sinð±45Þ2
aT
11sinð±45Þ2 þ aT

11sinð±45Þ2
2
�
aT
11 � aT

22

�
cosð±45Þsinð±45Þ

3
5DT;e½90o �

free ¼
2
4
aT
22DT

aT
11DT
0

3
5;

(3)

NT
sphere ¼ 2tply

�
C½0ο �ðTÞ,e½0o �

free þ C½±45ο �ðTÞe½±45o �
free þ C½90ο �ðTÞ,e½90o �

free

�
;

(4)
NM
sphere ¼

2
4
PR=2
PR=2
0

3
5 (5)

andε½k�4;q_sphereðT; PÞis the strain vector in the laminate coordi-

nate system (4,q,4q) and kο
sphere are the mid-plane strains and

curvatures respectively,e½4k �
free is the free expansion strain vector

of layer k and z is the laminate thickness coordinate. Curva-

tures ðkο
sphereÞ due to DΤ are zero at the sphere, owing to the

balanced and symmetric QI lay-up. The symbols NT
sphereand

NM
spherecorrespond to the thermal and mechanical forces vec-

tors respectively. The parameter ðAsphereðTÞÞ�1represents the

QI laminate extensional compliance matrix as a function of

temperature. The temperature drop (DΤ) is assumed as uni-

form through the thin-walled overwrap.

Strain at the intersections can be calculated by employing

Eqs. 6e10 [36].

ε
½k�
1;2 junction ðT;PÞ ¼ T½4�k,ε

½k�
4;q_junctionðT; PÞ (6)
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Fig. 13 e Pressure allowable as a function of inner

temperature for the overwrap based on Hashin criterion.
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ε
½k�
4;q_junctionðT;PÞ ¼ ðAtorusðTÞÞ�1$

h
NM

junction þNT
junction

i

þ zðDtorusðTÞÞ�1$
h
MM

junction þMT
junction

i
� e½4k �

free;

(7)

where

NT
junction ¼ tply

�
a½0o �C½0ο �ðTÞ$e½0o �

free þ a½±45o �C½±45ο �ðTÞ$e½±45o �
free

�
; (8)

MT
junction ¼ zktply

�
a½0o �C½0ο �ðTÞ$e½0o �

free þ a½±45o �C½±45ο �ðTÞ$e½±45o �
free

�
; (9)

DtorusðTÞ ¼ 1

3

XN
k¼1

�
C½4�k ðTÞ

��
z3k � z3k�1

�
;N ¼ a½0o � þ 2a½±45ο � (10)

And ðDtorusðTÞÞ�1 is the bending laminate compliance ma-

trix of the toroidal shell as a function of temperature, zk is the

distance of a ply from the laminate mid-plane and N is the

number of plies at the intersection and as mentioned in [32]

the laminate at the toroidal shell consists of [0�] and [±45�]

plies, which number is given by a[0�] and 2a[±45�] respectively.

The symbols NT
junctionand NM

junctioncorrespond to the thermal

and mechanical forces vectors respectively, while MT
junctionand

MM
junctionare the thermal and mechanical moments vectors

respectively at the sphere/intersection junction and are

derived in [32]. The engineering constants ET
11, E

T
22 and GT

12 as

well as the CTE of the composite ply at the longitudinal (aT
11)

and transverse (aT
22) directions were derived in [32] using Eqs

11 and 12:

�
ET
11;E

T
22;G

T
12

� ¼ fða;b; cjTÞ0 a
1þ be�cT

(11)

�
aT
11;a

T
22

� ¼ fða;b; c;a+jTÞ0aT3 þ bT2 þ cTþ a+ (12)

Strain as a function of temperature is illustrated in Fig. 12

at the sphere at two different locations: at the vapour region

(FBG #15) and below the liquid level (FBG #16). The exact

location of the sensors and corresponding direction of strain

measurement (hoop) can be seen in Fig. 2. A comparison be-

tween the results of CLT, the FE analysis and experimental

recordings is hereby shown.
Fig. 12 e Correlation between hoop strain and temperature for

level for the chill-down stage.
Higher compressive strain values can be seen below the

liquid level, which is caused by the largerDΤ that the overwrap

is subjected to. As expected, a non-linear relationship be-

tween hoop strain and temperature can be seen in both

Fig. 12a and b. It is shown in Fig. 12b that the temperature

effect on strain sensor #16 was not so strong below �70 [oC]

approximately, owing to a closer compaction of the material

molecules and increase of its stiffness at lower cryogenic

temperatures. The FE and experimental values of strain

showed good agreement (average offset of 9.5 [%]) with a small

offset for �40 � T � 10 [oC] (and a maximum offset of 19 [%]

offset for �10 [oC]) for FBGs#15,16. On the other hand, CLT and

experimental values had average offset of 8.3 [%]. As a result

the accuracy of the approximation functions and FE model

developed in [32] is verified.

The pressure allowable of the experimentally assessed

multi-sphere as a function of varyingDΤ is presented in Fig. 13.

The effect of overwrap curing (prior to cryogenic operation) is

also taken into consideration. The approach is based on the

evaluation of ply stresses at the principal material axes sys-

tem at the spheres (Eq. (13)) and at the intersections (Eq. (14))

and applying the Hashin failure criterion to check for first-ply
the sphere at the a) vapour region and b) below-the-liquid
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failure (FPF) at the fiber or matrix [37]. The ply strength al-

lowables in the parallel and transverse to fiber as well as in-

plane shear directions as a function of temperature are iden-

tified in [32].

s
½k�
1;2 sphereðT; PÞ ¼ T½4�k$C½4�k ðTÞ$ε½k�4;q sphereðT; PÞ (13)

s
½k�
1;2 junctionðT;PÞ ¼ T½4�k$C½4�k ðTÞ$ε½k�4;q junctionðT;PÞ (14)

The curve depicted in Fig. 13 corresponds to FPF at the

transverse direction to the fibers at the sphere. The pressure

allowable follows a sigmoid trend (s-curve), owing to the na-

ture of the E(T) and CTE(T) functions in [32].

A reduction of 67.6 [%] in the PFPF value was obtained for

DT ¼ �219 [oC] compared to the PFPF value at RT (DT ¼ 0 [oC]),

linked to the overwrap embrittlement at cryogenic

temperatures.
Conclusions

In this work, an extensive experimental assessment for the

thermomechanical response of amulti-sphere type IV COPV is

presented. The multi-spherical COPV incorporates a poly-

meric liner (Type IV) and four quasi isotropic, merged spher-

ical chambers (scaled to 46.1 [l]). The experimental program

consisted of hydrostatic pressure testing at room temperature

at a high pressure rise rate aswell as cryogenic chill-down and

pressure cycling. Strain measurements were obtained by DIC

and FBGs at room and cryogenic conditions respectively.

Additionally, the AE techniquewas hereby used to analyze the

progressive failure of the multi-sphere during pressurization.

The obtained results have been employed for a comprehen-

sive comparison with the analytical and FE-based modelling

procedures as outlined in [32].

Throughout the hydrostatic pressure test, it is shown that

the introduction of the right number of UD straps leads to

damageonsetbeingavoided in the intersections.Damageonset

and evolution is characterized by a very localized behavior (at

the sphere and next to the central tube) owing to faster strain

accumulation linked to liner/overwrap contact at that region.

Global failure is triggered by liner rupture and matrix cracking

at the spheres near the central hollow cylinder, which verifies

the FE findings of [32] with an offset of 23 [%] for the burst

pressure value. A comparison between the FE [32] and AE re-

sultsontheevolutionofdamageshowedaverygoodagreement

(offset of 16.3 [%]) in the tank pressure window (PLPF - PFPF).

For the case of pressure cycling at a cryogenic temperature

(with the use of LN2), the different heat transfer mechanisms

at the tank wall were identified. Τhe obtained temperature

profile and corresponding strain recordings over the multi-

bubble tank surface verified the results of the FE analysis in

[32]. A non-linear relationship between strain and tempera-

ture was established, where higher compressive strain values

were obtained below-the-liquid level due to larger DΤ that the

overwrap. Strain recordings at the composite overwrap veri-

fied the accuracy of the approximation functions (with an

average offset of 9.5 [%]) for CTE(T) and E(T) used in the FE

model in [32]. It was shown by using the CLT and approxi-

mation functions of [32] that the tank pressure allowable is
decreasing in a sigmoid trend (s-curve) with decreasing tem-

peratures. A reduction of 67.6 [%] in the PFPF value is obtained

at T ¼ �196 [oC] compared to the PFPF value at ambient

conditions.

It was however shown that at the end of the cryogenic

chill-down stage, liner cracking was formed at the central

hollow tube due to difference in CTE values between the

composite overwrap and the liner materials (PA12). Damage

onset in the liner did not affect the structural integrity of the

composite overwrap, and no pressure losswas observed. Liner

cracking can be tackled by employing a polymer with lower

CTE and higher ultimate failure strain at cryogenic tempera-

tures, whereby the material should be suitable for moulding

processes that provide better thickness control.

Future work should focus at the evaluation of different

liner materials for a Type IV multi-sphere COPV, to assess

whether testing at cryogenic temperatures can be carried out

without any damage onset. Additionally, strain monitoring of

the multi-sphere throughout the curing process would enable

the evaluation of residual stresses from manufacturing.
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